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The figure in the unconscIOUS: 
The French Lieutenant's vt0man 

When the male narrator of Th£ French Lieulenant's Woman boards 
the train with Charles Smithson in chapter 55, he sits observing 
him with a look which is 'more than a shade disapproving, as ifhe 
knew very well what sort of man this was (as Charles had believed 
to see VCI)' well what sort of man hewas) and did not much like the 
knowledge or the species.' (FLW, p.347 ) Men asa species are very 
much under scrutiny in Fowles's third published novel. It suggests 
that unless the species is ready to adapt la new social conditions, 
which include the emanci pation of women, then, like the 
aristocrat and the gentleman, certain kinds of men may find 
themselves becoming evolutionary dinosaurs. Charles's 'sort of 
man' is ostensibly Victorian but through him Fowles traces the 
roolS of present male attitudes and behaviour, suggesting as he 
does so that contemporary masculinity is to be undenitood as part 
of a historical process. Simultaneously, as the primeval battle of 
male wills men lioned above indicates, the narrative of the lx>ok is 
framed within a specificaUy male viewpoint in ways which are 
highly ambiguous. AB in all, one might expect the historical 
distance afforded by the novel's seu ing to allow Fowles 
detachment in his analysis of men. Instead it acts as camouflage 
for the voyeur in him. 

Thc lx>ok is partly an expiation of the Victorian past, that 
legacy which so decisively shaped the men of Fowles's generation 
as well as shaping hischaracteni. Fowles told MelvynBragg ' I had 
a little debt to settle personally with the Victorian age' in writing 
Th£ French Lieutennnt's Woman.] For him, lhe Victorians are 'closer 
than you may think' ,2 and ' the 20th Century was already inherent 
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in the Victorian age'.3 He also suggested to Bragg the central 
analogy between Charles's time and our own: 

for me the 20th Cemury was born lel'ssay roughly between 1850 and 1870. 
This is when various neurosis (sic] begin to creep imo the VictOrian age. And 
so the heroine [of Tk French LinlUnanl's W()Inan] of course represents at one 
level women's liberation[,] the beginning of the movement. And John 
Stuart Mill in the year in which tne novel was set actually did try to you 
know get a vote through Parliamem, to get the vote for women. He failed,of 
course. But that really is the beginning of sort of public, feminine 
emancipation." 

The association of women's liberation with neurosis may be more 
than a teUing slip of the tongue. Essentially it is the male anxiety of 
the late 1960s at a newly-emergent female autonomy that the 
novel charts. It a llows Fowles to explore male dilemmas which 
have a highly topical relevance 'to the writer's now' as he has put 
it.5 To appreciate the links we need to take a brief look at the 
historical si tua tion behind the book. 

In Shirley, Charlotte Bronte's heroine compla ins, 'If men could 
see us as we really are, they would be a little amazed; but the 
cleverest, the acutest men are often under an illusion about 
women: they do not read them in a true light: they misapprehend 
them, both for gOod and evi l: their good woman is a queer thing, 
ha lf doll, half angel; their bad woman always a fiend .'1i In the 
Parliamentary deba te to which Fowles refers, J ohn Stuart Mill 
spoke of the 'silent domestic revolution' taking place whereby 
'women and men are, for the first time in history, really each 
other's companions',' but it is quite clear that few men at the time 
shared his perception or his hope. On the contrary, at the same 
time that forces were a t work encouraging the possible liberation 

. of women, the Victorian middle-c1assman's misreadingofwomen 
underwent an intensification designed to keep women in the 
home. 8 It was an ideological strengthening of male defences 
against possible challenge which, as is inevitably the case, tells us 
far more about the Victorian male than about women. Victorian 
patriarchy produced its own versions of those archetypes common 
to male-dominated societies, the madonna-magdalen syndrome, 
as part of its social COntrol. That this was a 'production' of sexual 
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categories rather than a repression has been emphasised by a 
number of recent writers who see sexuality being employed within 
the strategies of power that maintain the dominance of certa in 
social formations over others.9 For Victorian women this involved 
living up to male imagery that both condoned and condemned 
their sex, the redemptive domestic angel and the outcast harlot; 
but it is a process which needs seeing in relation to what men were 
also doing to themselves. The intensification of sexual codes was 
equa lly applied to notions of masculinity to produce a model of 
behaviour against which 'men measured their own sexuality in 
ways as exacting as those expected of women. There is one cru«ial 
difference: the contradictions men forced themselves to live out 
were in the interests of maintaining their own social power as 
middle-class males. 

Still, despite the licence allowed to men by their privilege and 
status, we should not underestimate what Fraser Harrison, in his 
book on Victorian sexuality, has called the 'psychological 
authority' of patriarchal codes over men's lives. IO Restraint, guilt, 
a terror of economic, moral and physical bankruptcy from the 
ghosts of illicit sex, all played their part in enforcing heightened 
male standards onto the Victorian man. Marriage and the 
domestic ideal played a central role in the self-policing that men 
endured; but while the social institutions of home and family 
helped endorse and maintain assent to male power, they brought 
with them contradictions which individual men experienced as 
persona l tensions. In his book Sex, Politics and Society, which 
examines 'The regulation of sexuality since 1800', Jeffrey Weeks 
has pointed out how 'Many men battled valiantly with what they 
conceived of as tem ptation and strove to live up to a higher ideal of 
married life',ll often turning for help to the stream of handbooks 
on how to achieve male self-sufficiency. Weeks quotes the study of 
reproductive organs by William Acton as one example of a large 
number of texts wh ich put forward 'a gospel of real manhood': 
Action wrote that virility is an a ttribute 'Much more developed in 
man than is that of maternity in women. Its ex istence, indeed, 
seems necessary to give a man that consciousness of his dignity, of 
his character as head and ruler, and of his importance, which is 
absolutely essential to the well-being of the fami ly, and through it, 
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of society itself' 12 Given this arduous responsibil ity for 
maintaining social order through their manliness, Victorian men 
created a whole mythology of mascu linity wh ich was the measure 
of their power in their own eyes as well as the means by which it 
was shored up, the legacy of which we still live with. As with any 
structure of power, it was lived as much as an anxiety as a 
reassurance. The harsh constraints men imposed on themselves 
correlated to male economic, moral and sexual prerogatives in 
uneasy and demanding ways. Chastity, virili ty and manhood 
were linked to notions of duty and order in ways which promised 
economic success and social status for those who adhered to them, 
but with accompanying threats and fears abou t failure. Weeks 
demonstrates such links in the case of the obsessive concern with 
masturbation, as well as the cult of masculine prowess 
promulgated through institutions such as the growing public 
schools and the expand ing network of male dubs. Will-power, 
physical strength, self-rel iance, 'the new stress on games and 
militaristic training', 13 an accompanying imperialism, a devotion 
to order, duty, hierarchy, the repression of emotion and any trailS 
associated with the heightened versions of 'femininity' of the 
time-all these are familiar to us now as the popularcomponenlS 
in the imagery of masculinity, and they received specific 
fonnulation and focus in the nineteenth centlU'y as a means of 
social regulation, definition and organisation. 

The contrad ictions of Victorian masculinity would have been 
between the dear social prestige and privilege men enjoyed and 
the anxieties they felt in maintaining their power and self-image. 
One specific anx iety developed in response to the very 
phenomenon Mill pinpointed-women's emancipation and its 
accompanying threat to male power. The feministagitationsfrom 
the 1860s onwards showed that women were capable of asswning 
and demanding self-determi nation which deeply worried 
orthodox male views. The emergent 'new woman' had overtones 
of that other woman, the f tmTTli! fatale whom most middle-class 
men thought of as safely incarcerated in the brothels. It must have 
seemed to many men as if all the sirens and harpies they had 
consigned to the nether regions of their socia l order and their 
psyc~es were threa tening to break out in vindictive retribution. 
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Onc response was the virulent anti-feminism of the later 
nineteenth century which asse rted the domestic role of women 
with an aggressive dogmatism. Another response was the 
ambiguous portrayal offemale ideals and female duplicity such as 
one finds in Hardy's own anxious work. 

The resultant schizophrenia among men which so often 
projected itself in terms of seeing women as virgins, whores or 
both, received one rema rkable expose in the book which Fowles's 
narrator cites as possibly 'the best guidebook to the age' (FLW, 
p.3l9), R .L. Stevenson's Dr Jekyll and Mr Hyde (1886). As we have 
already noted, Stevenson's own fiction shows the male psyche. as 
the root of tha t sexual duplicity about women which mirrors male 
fears abou t sexuality and power. The 'thorough and primitive 
dua lity of man,H which Stevenson depicts in the double 
personality of Jekyll was no doubt something which he felt to be 
pan of the 'human condition' in genera l. Nevertheless, like 
Hard y's Angel Clare and Alec d'Urberville, it dramatises key 
tensions in Victorian masculinity whose resolution men effected 
through appropriating wome n as the imagery of thei r own 
paranoia. 

In simple terms, Charles in The French Lieutenant's Woman 
embodies these contradictions to the full and in doing so he 
personifies a contemporary malaise of his own time and that of 
Fowles. The trauma Charles faces in the challenge posed by Sarah 
is one d early being felt in new forms by the time Fowles published 
the novel and his way of telling the story is such that it answers 
anxiety with a realigned male fantasy in ways that are quite as 
contradictory as the Victorian situation it examines. T o see this 
continuing paradox at work, let us look first at Charles as 
representative of the Victorian male dilemma. 

Despite its title, The French Lieutenant's Woman is quite definitely 
about a man, or more precisely as we shall see, about twO men. 
Fowles indicated as much to Melvyn Bragg when he said 
'practically everyone's assumed the central character is the 
heroine Sarah. But for me the book was always equally about 
Charles.'l s Charles represents those male assumptions wbich 
generate his famasy of'the French lieutenant's woman', the same 
patriarchal preconceptions wh ich typecast Sarah as 'the French 
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Loot'n'nt's Hoer' (FLW, p.77), as the dairyman describes her. 
Charles is also the means through which those assumptions can be 
dissected. He is presented as characteristic of a certain type of 
male throughout history. He belongs to a line that extends back to 
the parfit knights of the Middle Ages and forwards to the modern 
gentleman, 'that breed we caU scientists', all of whom make upa 
'self-questioning, ethical elite' (FL W , p.256). The narrator 
suggests that we might not see much connection between 'the 
Charles of 1267 with all his newfangled French notions of chastity 
and chasing after H oly Grails, the Charles of 1867 with his 
loathing of trade and the Charles of today, a computer scientist', 
but we are told there is a link: 'they all rejected or reject the notion 
of possession as the purpose of life, whether it be of a woman's body, 
or of high profi t at all costs, or of the right to dictate the speed of 
progress.' (FLW, p.257) JfCharles is to be endorsed as one of this 
eli te however-and, as we shal l sce, the narrator's opinions are nOt 
necessa rily to be taken at face value-then it isa position which he 
has to earn by learning the lessons Sarah seems to offer. The 
transh istorical dimension suggested here is quite different to that 
of the male character in Giinther Grass's novel The Flounder. In 
that book, the character is presented as the archetype of maleness 
living on throughout history and encountering the archetype of 
femaleness in different historical manifesta tions. Charles is a case
st udy of masculinity but in the form ofa specific man livi ng under 
the conditions of a specific time, 'a man struggling to overcome 
history' (FLW, p.257) but faced by an a lmost overwhelming 
pressure to conform to the ge neral pattern laid down by 
patriarchal law with in his society. 

In this respect it is important that Charles is shown as not 
typical of the genus of males characteristic of his lime. He does not 
fi t in with the dominant preconceptions of male behaviour 
epitomised by his uncle, fo r exam ple. He dislikes hunting and 
hunters, prefers walking to riding, and has 'a sinister fondness for 
spending the afternoons at Winsyatt in the library' (FLW, p.17). 
At Cambridge, he proved himself to be 'unlike most young men of 
his time' by actually learning something. Though he shares the 
general middle-class male's penchant for having a cl ub, his 
excur;sion with some of its members to Madame Terpsichore's is 
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more from a sense of the expected pattern of a gent1eman's 
existence than from any anticipa ted enjoyment. Whilst there he 
finds himself unable to endure it and has to leave, with the result 
that his manhood feels slighted: ' He did not feel noblydecentj but 
as ifhe had swallowed an insult or funked a duel. His father had 
lived a life in which such evenings were a commonplace; that he 
could not stomach them proved he was unnatural. Whcre now 
was the travelled man of the world? Shrunk into a miserable 
cowam.' (FL W, p.266) 

(f he is untypical, Charles is at thc same time the victim of 
current definitions of what constitutes 'being a man'. His response 
is ambiguous. H is struggle against the trappings of Victorian 
society is real enough. His early life has allowed the cultivation of 
the 'man of the world ' persona which he adopts when he first 
meets Sarah, 'at case in a ll his travel, his reading, his knowledge of 
a la rger world' (FLW, p.I07). A suitably detached attitude 
accompanies this privileged freedom, 'one part irony to one part 
convention' (FLW, p.1 8). There is also his shocking espousal of 
Darwinism which permits his brief camaraderie with Or Grogan. 
Yet in itself, his struggle is hardly a revolt, merely the icing on his 
fundamental acceptance of his age, a conservatism manifest even 
in his challenges. His Darwinism, like his sciemific pursuits, is a 
dilettante's pose adopted to give himself a sense of idemity and 
worth. When , dressed the part of the Victorian palaeontologist 
and 'carefully equipped for his role' (FLW, p.45), he wanders on 
the seashore looking fo r fossils, what he sees in the strata is 'an 
immensely reassuring orderliness in existence ... the survival of 
the fittest and best, exempli gratia Charles Smithson' (FLW, p.47). 
The palaeontological metaphor is of course ironically inverted 
against Charles when Sarah gives him, and puts him to, the fossil 
'test') but we have already been made aware of the essentially 
conformist aspect of Charles's personality which he shares with 
the rest of this 'Adam' society.16 On the beach he picks out a 
particularly large and heavy ammonite to take back for 
Ernestina, a labour which gives him a perverse satisfaction 
because of its arduousness: ' Duty, agreeable conformity to the 
epoch's current, raised its stern head.' (FLW, p.4S) 

Charles's central act of conformity is his proposed marriage to 
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the aptly named Ernestina. That decision to marry is itself fraught 
with the paradoxical demandsorViclOrian masculinity in the face 
or respectable society's call to duty. Charles has a lready 
undergone his in iti.ation into the male sexual schizophrenia 
characteristic of his age whilst in Paris, and he continues to see 
escape abroad as offering licence to sexual adventures (FLW, 
p.74). According to Ernestina, Sam, Charles's manservant, 
'fanc ies himself as a Don Juan' (FLW, p.71 ) and he receives a 
reprimand about this from Charles for his 'past relations with the 
fair sex' (FLW, p.97); but Charles himself hardly stands free of the 
same accusation. Reserving Paris for his sexual exploits, in 
England C harles is quite ready to play the lone wolE he ' liked 
pretty girls and he was nOl averse to leading them, and their 
ambitious parents, on', but 'he would sniff the bait and then turn 
his tail on the hidden teeth or the matrimonial traps that 
endangered his path' (FLW, p.20). This privileged position has its 
problem since his 'moral delicacy' increasingly leads him to 
abandon the weekends in Paris and as a result he 'was therefore in 
a state of extreme sexual frustration' (FLW, p.74). Hence his 
marriage to Ernestina presents itself as desirable sexually, the 
inevitable next step in his social aspirations, an unmistakable 
business deal and, even before the impact of Sarah, a trap. 

Charles's disillusion with Ernestina is symptomatic of the 
contradictions he experiences as a man. His initial attraction to 
her is founded on a shared sense of irony and 'dryness' (FLW, 
p.72) towards social conventions. She had a quali ty which 
'denied, very subtly but quite unmistakably, her appare nt total 
obeisance to the great god Man', a touch which meam 'to a man 
like Charles she proved irresistible' (FLW, p.27). She takes the 
initiative in their relationship with a carefully timed look which 
' made it clear that she made an offer; as unmistakable, in its way, 
as those made by the women who in the London of the time 
haunted the doonNays round the Haymarket' (FLW, p.74). T his 
air of minor revolt about Ernestina is quickly dissipated by the 
demands of orthcxloxy: after their tiff at Mrs Poulteney's, 
Ernestina adopts the part of the by then less than fash ionabledoll
like ma iden in order to reclaim Charles's affections, so much so 
that .while 'happy la be adulated, fussed over, consulted, deferred 
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to. What man is not?', Charles soon finds her attentions 'just a 
shade cloying' (FLW, p.IOO). After meeting Sarah for the second 
time, Charles feels Emestina is 'only too conventional' a choice as 
a wife: 'he began to feel sorl)' ror himself-a brilliant man 
trapped, a Byron tamed'. His response to these tensions is 
thoroughly contradictory and symptomatic: 

Alter all, she was only a woman. There wcre so many things she must never 
understand: the richness of male life, the enonnous difficulty of being one to 
whom the world was rather more than dress and home and children. 

All would be well whcn she was truly his; inhisbedand in his bank ... and 
of course in his heart, too. (FLW, p.114) 

What this ironic note exposes are the paradoxes of male privilege 
which the individua l Victorian male would have felt both 
beneficial and restrictive. Zoe Fairbairns reveals a similar 
situation in her recent historical novel Stand. We At Last, in which 
J onathan, a Victo rian man of similar status to Charles, expresses a 
desperate sense of contradiction wh ich fina lly drives him to 
suicide. Reflecting on his sister- in-Iaw's judgements on his 
marriage he thinks 

Did she know how difficult it was fora man who must wait until middle age 
to marry? Did she guess how varied his tastes and adventures had been? And 
how difficult il had been 10 wean himself offlhem once he realised that his 
wife was going to provide no sub!!litutc for them in the physical aspeCt of 
marriage. . he remembered the time he bought He1ena a French night 
gown in the hope that she would turn into the sort of woman who wore such 
things. He had been in moral and physical tunnoil in the firsl few years. 11 

These arc the agonies of the powerful, trapped by their own 
exploitations. Charles's response to these tortuous conflicts is an 
idealising fantasy of a woman who challenges patriarchal 
restrictions and thus provides a possible escape from the problems, 
but who brings with her the corresponding anxiety of the 
challenge she poses to his own power. The very design ofthe novel, 
however, is to indulge this fantasy as it cxfx>scs it. The reason for 
this can be found in two related features of the book-its 
employment of a male narrator and the interconnected mystifica
tion or Sarah. 

So fa r, we have tended to assume, as wedid initially with Clegg 
and Urfe. that the character or Charles can be taken in some 
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direct way as historically representaLive of masculinity. O f course 
this is nOt the case. Though the discussion or Charles as 
representative orVictorian masculinity has its place, he cannot be 
seen as an unmediated example. He is, after a ll , the fictional 
creation or a contemporary male author and, within the rrame or 
the book, he is presented to us by a narrating voice which itself is 
not necessarily identifiable with the author in any direct way. 
Fowles made a very clear choice about his narrator. In an essay 
written whilst engaged on the first drart or the book, he writes or 
his prererence ror 'the ironic voice that the line of great 
nineteenth-cen tury novelists, rrom Austen through to COfll-ad, all 
used so natura lly',L 8 a voice which elsewhere he describes as a 
'narrating persona that is above all Wlpretentious and 
c1ubbable' .19 As this suggests, the narrator is also a fictional 
character in his own right as Fowles makes plajn in 'Notes on an 
unfi nished novel': 

I have wriuen myself another memorandum: You are not the ' I' who breaks 
into the illusion, but the 'I' who is part of it. In other words, the'!' who will 
make first-person commentaries here and there in my story, and who will 
finally even enter it, will not be my real 'J' in 1967; but much more just 
another character, though in a different category from the purely ficl ional 
ones.zo 

The critic Peter Conradi suggests that 'this voice is the book's true 
hero',21 a view which ought perhaps to be set beside the response 
of a reminist colleague that 'the narrator's a pig!' 

The point we need to make is that the narra tor's VOice IS 

distinctively and uncompromisingly a male one, with a ll the 
'clubbability' that affords. What is more, he embodies glaring 
contradictions or his own. He is quite capable or calling rreq uent 
atten tion to the devastating effects or Victorian patriarchy on 
women, as when he calls the nineteenth century ' that black night 
of womanhood' (FLW, p.82), or when he applauds John Stuart 
Mill's 'brave attempt' a t supporting women's suffrage which, he 
tells us, 'was greeted with smiles rrom the average man, guffaws 
rrom Punch (one joke showed a group or gent lemen besieging a 
female Cabinet minister, haw haw haw)' (FL W, p.IOI). In the 
first drart of the novel the narrator went so rar as to deplore the 
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treatment or women by men over the last hundred years and the 
miserably inadequate concessions made to equality, describing 
them as ' the grudging interest payments or a born welsher on his 
debts; the garish plastic beads that will d istract the gull ible 
natives' eyes from the real and continuing exploitation' .22 Like the 
other passages mentioned, the sympathies or this hardly taJly with 
the otherwise blatant male assumptions manifest eIsewhert': in the 
narrator's comments, notably with regard to the women or the 
novel. He d isplays a male camaraderie wh ich extends to assessing 
at one point the various sexual appeals or the women characters: 

Of the three young women who pass through these pagesMary was, in my 
opinion, by far the prett iest. She had infinitely the most life, and infinitely 
the least selfishness; and physical channs to match ... an exquisitely pure, if 
pink complexion, com<oloured hair and delectably wide grey-blue eyes., 
eyes that invi ted male provocation and returned it as gaily as it was given. 
(FLW, p.68) 

Later, commenting on Charles's sexual arousal whilst kissing 
Ernestina , the narrator says 'What Charles unconsciously relt was 
perhaps no more than the ageless a ttraction or shallow-minded 
women: that one may make or them what one wants.' (FLW, 
p.229) With an equally characteristic gesture, the narrator 
excuses the activities at Madame Terpsichore's with indulgent 
irony as 'this ancient and time-honoured ronn or entertainment' 
(FLW, p.264). 

or course the ironising runction is crucia l, but the premises a re 
rundame ntally masculine. The tone invokes a knowing male 
complicity between narrator and reader, wh ich can be 
unrortunate if the reader is not male. It goes alongside the 
narrator's repeated nosta lgia ror the romance and mystery or the 
days when men were men and women were women. In chapter 
17, he admits to being a 'heretic' in believing that there is too 
much communication between the sexes in the twentieth century. 
He envies the Victorians ror their reserve which meant that 
'Strangers were strange, and sometimes with an exciLi ng, 
beau tiful strangeness.' (FLW, p.115) By comparison with 'our 
own uninhibited, and unimaginative, age' (FL W, p.1 82), the 
supposedly repressed Victorians were 'quite as highly sexed as our 
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own century' (FLW, p.232), and had 'a much keener, because less 
frequent , sexua l pleasure than we do': they 'chose a convention of 
suppression, repression and silence to maintain the keenness of the 
pleasure', whereas we ' in destroying so much of the mystery, the 
difficulty, the aura of the forbidden, destroyed also a great deal of 
the pleasure' (FLW, p.234). He concludes that the 'gap between 
the sexes which so troubled Charles when Sarah tried to diminish 
it, certainly produced a greater force' (FLW, p.234). It is an odd 
viewpoint to reconcile with the earlier bewailing of th is 'black 
night of womankind'. Such nostalgia onJy has real meaning as 
IX'lrt of a contemporary malc conception of sexual desire and 
pleasure such as Fowles himself defended to Sarah Benton as the 
'mysterious quality in eroticism' .23 Despite the intensity offeeling 
which ovcrtakes Ernestina when Charles kisses her, the 
restrictions placed on female sexuality d uring the nineteenth 
century meant that most women would have experienced liule 
pleasure from sexual contact, while the man would have been 
bese l by IX'lradoxical feelings of desire and guilt faced with the 
angelic sta tus of his wife, 10 such an extent that in all probability 
he would have found sex with a prostitute less inhibiting and more 
pleasurable, as contemporary sources in fact recommended. 2• 

More than anything else, the narrator's nostalgia isa function ofa 
contemporary male anxie ty in the late 196Os. 

The male complicity indicated here becomes highly ambiguous 
with regard to the way the narrator presents nOI simply Charles, 
but Sarah and her effect on Charles; and the ambiguities stem 
from Sarah's function in thc book. She is the central term in the 
equation at the hea rt of Fowles's work, the mystery woman who is 
both a ma le fantasy and the cata lyst for male redemption. In 
'Notes on an unfinished novel' Fowles admits 'My two previous 
novels were both based on more or less disguised existential 
premises. I want this onc to be no exception.' The Victorian age 
he sees as 'highly existentialist in many of its personal dilemmas', 
one of its simi larities with his own time; and from his initial image 
of Sarah at the end of the Cobb he imagines 'an existentialist 
before his time, wa lks down the qua y and sees that mystcrious 
back, fem inine, silent, also existentialist, turned to the horizon'.25 
In the.book's terms, Sarah is ' the woman who was the door', while 
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Charlcs is ' the man without the key' (FLW, p.l62). 
For this reason, she is also posed as an insurgent against 

patriarchy's oppression of women, a self-inflicted martyr to its 
exploitations and finally outside the bounds of its law. In her 
challenge to convention Charles sees a potential for his own 
liberation through what she can seemingly offer him. Th is 
potential is not so much to do with Sarah herself as with his 
idealisation of her. At the same time that he begins to feel how 
conventional Emcstina is, he registers Sarah's atlractions: ' It 
seemed clear to him that it was not Sarah in hersc lfwhoa ttracted 
him- how could she, he was betrothed-but some emolion, some 
possibility she symbolized.' (FLW, p. 11 4) The potential she 
reminds him of is his threatened freedom: later in the novel ' it was 
hardly Sarah he now thought of-she was merely the symbol 
around which had accreted all his lost possibilities, his extinct 
freedoms' (FLW, p.288). What this calls a ttention to is the process 
of male fantasy about women and, like Urfe, Charles is to be 
disintoxicated of his power through one of its central myths. When 
Grogan reprimands him over his treatment of Ernestina for 
having 'embroiled that innocent girl in you r pursuit of self
knowledge' (FLW, p.340), the comment is apIX'lrently endorsed 
by the narrator at the end of the book when he remarks that 'life, 
however advantageously Sarah may in some ways seem to lit the 
role of Sphinx, is not a symbol, is not one riddle and one failure to 
guess it, is not to inhabit one face alone' (FLW, p.399). Put quite 
crudel y, Charles has to grow up and relinquish the Oedipal 
desires wh ich lead him to want to possess women by idealising 
them, an educative process which he assents to in his own lame 
verses: 

What matter if the mother mocks 

The infant child's first feeble hands? 
What maller if today he: fail 
Provided that at last he stands 
And breaks the blind maternal pale? (FWL, p.373) 

The contradiction is, of course, that it is throllgh his idealisation 
and attempts to appropria te Sarah that he is forced loa realisa tion 
of self and autonomy. It originates from her denial of his claims. As 
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a symbol of freedom for Charles 5arah is fa r from consolatory, 
challenging and rejecting as she does the need that obsesses him. 

The point to bea r in mind is not simply the way the narrating 
voice presents these ambigu ities. There is also Fowles's p:>Sition 
behind his surrogates. In her annotations to the original 
manuscripts, Elizabeth Fowles acutely commented on how 
evasive Fowles was about Sarah: 'The mystery of Sarah is not 
answered, wonder if it should be, but dislike what for me seems 
almost disintegration as if you real ly don't know when to-or how 
to explain her strangeness to youself.'26 This insight indicates a 
process of both exorcism and indulgence of Sarah's mystery, the 
imaginative appeal of which Fowlcs himself explained directly to 
Melvyn 8ragg in tenns of his now fami liar lost mother theme: 'its 
about what drives all of us who are novelists ] think, that is the 
search for the lost relationship of the mother and the figure of 
5arah at the end of the cobb is really the lost mother of infancy.' 
Later in the same interview in response to a question about 
Sarah's mysteriousness he has this to say: 

I did in the eoul""5C of writing this book know 1 was dealing with this 
derivation of all a rt in my view, from the relationship between the infant and 
the vanished and un·noble: mother. You know onc can nc:vc:r ~t back. h 's 
il15tant thO$C months. a very early period of life when your identity showed 
with your mother. And therefore:, in fact in very early drafts I described 
Sarah and gave her more: details than appeared in the: final thing. r realised 
she must be a mysterious woman because the figure: in our unconscious is 
mysterious for all of us. And it's also parlly because: I think it is good that the 
re:ader has to add something.f l 

The effect of this is to make the book thoroughly ambiguous: it 
ostensibly charts Charles's escape from patriarchy's roles achieved 
through the impact on him ofSarah and her challenge to both his 
private life and his society; but in doing so it reinvokes the 
ideal ising male myth embodied in Sarah, presenting it for the 
indulgence of the reader. T his is done by means of narrative 
strategies designed to make 5arah mysterious, one of which is the 
book's point of view. . 

L.R. Edwards is right whe n he saysofSarah that 'We never get 
to see inside her head' > bu t that 'Fa r from being a weakness, this 
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externa lity of character is itself pan of the subject of[Fowles's] 
books', a subject which he takes to be pan.ly 'masculine fantasies 
about the nature of the' ideal woman'.28 The corollary to this is 
Elizabeth Mansfield's view in her article on the original 
manuscripts of The French Lieutenant's Woman from which the 
comments by Elizabeth Fowles come. She stresses the 
manipulative effect of maintaining a mysteriousness aoout Sarah 
which Fowles's narrative tadics promote: 

From the first the: author-narrator abnegated responsibility for answering 
the mystery ofSarah ... The several portrayalsofSarah in thedrafl$ indicate 
Fowlc:s's unwillingness to explore: possible definitions, but hi$ final solution is 
the least transpare:nt of the lot. What does nOt ehange, and what may finally 
detennine the preservation ofSarah's mystery, is his use of point of view. He 
supports the position taken by the author-narrator in Chapter Thirteen and 
re:ports 'only the outward facts' about Sarah. We never know what she is 
thinking, only what she says and what the narration provides of Charles's 
interpretation. T hus, Sarah's mystery is maintained by narrative: point of 
view. f9 

The deliberateness of this strategy on Fowles's part is ind icated in 
his 'Notes on an unfinished novel' when, pondering what line of 
dialogue to give Sarah at the climax ofa scene, he decides 'silence 
from her was better than any line she might have said,.30 To see 
this at work in the book is to see the duplicity of Fowles's male 
imagination in action. 

The access we have to Charles's mind and speculations is 
complemented by our having to guess at Sarah's through what 
Charles construes as the motives for her actions. Quite simply, we 
are given his construction of her and the narrative employs 
innumerable qualifying phrases which build her into an enigma. 
In her case it is always 'as if' or 'it seemed'. When Charles first sees 
her on the Cobb, he is 'intrigued' enough (FLW, p. 12) to want to 
see he r face. He addresses her fo r tha t purpose and 'She turned to 
look a t him-or as it seemed to Charies, through him ... Charles 
felt immediately as if he had trespassed ... Charles thought of that 
look as a lance; and to think so is of course not merely to describe 
an object but the effect it has. He fel t himself in th at brief instant 
an unjust enemy; both pierced and deservedly dim inished.' 
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(FLW, p.13) From the Sl.art, Charles registers Sarah asa challenge 
and as a reflect ion on his own power. What is more, the narrative 
indicates th is process, warning us that his view of Sarah is an 
active reading of her in his own tenns. The enigma ofSarah can, 
therefore, be seen as of Charles's making, existing within the 
boundaries of his male apprehension. 

Equally important, however, is the way the narrating voice 
participates in this, showing Charles projecting an image onto 
Sarah and doing the same for the reader. The first view we have of 
her through the narrator presents her as ' like a living memorial to 
the drowned, a figure from myth' (FLW, p.9) and that elusive ness 
characterises the way the narrator describes her in general. When 
introducing her in chapters 4, 6 and 9, the narrator does so 
indirect ly through other characters, avoiding any direct access to 
her psychology in any sustained way. We learn aoout her most 
directly in chapter 9, but it is sti ll done in an oblique manner. We 
are told that Mrs Talbot associa tes Sarah with the 'starving 
heroines' of the 'more romantic li terature' (FLW, p.49). Even 
when the narrator tells us, somewhat reluctantly, something 
direct aoout her, it is in such a way as to make her seem unusual 
and Out of the ordinary. 'Sa rah was intell igent', we are told, 'but 
her real intelligence belonged to a rare kind' (FLW, p.49): 'It was 
rather an uncanny ... ability to classify other people's worth.' She 
saw people 'as they were and not as they tried to seem' because she 
had an 'instinctua l profundity of insight' (FLW, p.50). She is thus 
given a position of superior judgement in an obscure way while a t 
the same time the motives for her actions are deliberately 
shrouded in mystery by only givi ng us limited infonnation: 'It 
would not be enough to say she was a fine moral judge of people. 
Her comprehension was broader than that, and if mere morality 
had been her touchstone she would not have behaved as she 
did-the simple fac t of the ma tter being that she had not lodged 
with a female cousin at Weymouth' (FL W, p.SO), with which the 
narrator changes the subject leaving the reader guessing as to 
where she had been in Weymouth. Th is tantalising excursion into 
her psychology and motives ends with a speculation aoout her 
marital Sl.atus, present and futu re. We are told that she was 'too 
striking a girl' not to have suitors, but that her astute judgement 
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meant she could see through them a ll tOO easily: 'Thus she 
appeared inescapably doomed to the one fate nature had so 
clearly spent many millions of years in evolving her to·avoid: 
spinste rhood.' (FLW, p.5 1) With this suggestion that the most 
'natural' destiny for a striking woman is marriage, the narrator 
again shifts the ground with the most oven exam ple of the way 
other characters are used to presem Sarah, Mrs Poulteney's list of 
' fors and againsts on the subject of Sarah' (FLW, p.S 1), during 
which, while commenting on her apparent moral earnestness, he 
says: ' I cannot say what she might have been in our age; ina much 
earlier one I believe she would have been either a saint or an 
emperor's mistress. Not because of religiosity on the one hand, or 
sexuality on the other, but because of !.hat fused rare power that 
was her essence-undersl.and ing and emotion.' (FLW, p.S4). 

It is the closest we get. Behind the apparent explaining, there is 
a process of mystification, altributing to Sarah a supe rior 
knowledge and an aura of mysteriousness, ooth of which lend 
Charles an undeserved reflected glory from her altentions to him. 
On the two prominent occasions when she is seen alone and not in 
relation lO Charles, the narrator adopts a diSl.ance from the 
character which assumes a lack of omniscient knowledge that 
never occurs with his male character. At the end of chapter 12 
after the confronta tion with M rs Poulteney, 'Sa rah might be 
seen- though 1 cannot th ink by whom ... standing at the open 
window of her unlit bedroom.' She is 'in her nightgown, with her 
hai r loose' (FL W, p.83). She is a lone with no one 
watching-except us: ' lf you had gone closer still, you would have 
seen that her face was wet with silent tears.' (FLW, p.84) We are 
told that she was thinking of commilting suicide; but we know she 
did nOl, not because we watch any longer but because 'We know 
she was alive a fortnight after this incident.' (FLW, p.84) It is a 
stra ngely evasive way to put th is infonnation and even more 
evasively the chapter ends with the narrator's provoking question 
'Who is Sarah? Out of what shadows does she come?' 

The answer is provided by the equally provoking opening to the 
next chapter: '1 do not know. This story I am telling is all 
imaginat ion. These characters I create never existed outside my 
own mind ... perhaps Charles is myself disguised. Perhaps it is 
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only a game. Modern women like Sarah exist, and I have never 
understood them. ' (FLW, p.BS) This admission by the male 
narrator of his bewilderment at his own 'invention' is thoroughly 
paradoxical but easily explained. He has access to Charles's 
thoughts and even to Ernestina's-witness her 'sexual thought' in 
chapter S (FLW, p.30)-why not to Sarah's? Because the 
preservation of her mystel)' is essential to her fu nction in the book. 
Indeed, it is her function in the book. &th the narrator and 
Charles serve as surrogates for this fantasy woven round the 
uncapturable mystique of the lost woman, an image designed to 
satisfy the demands of the male imagination. The role of the 
na rrator is the one he invites the reade r to adopt when looking up 
at Sarah in the window: 'Certa inly I intended at this stage (Chap. 
Thirteen-unfolding ofSarah's true state of mind) to tell all-orall that 
matters. But I find myself suddenly like a man in the sharp spring 
night, wa tch ing from the lawn beneath that dim upper window.' 
(FLW, p.BS) This is the novelist as peeping tom with the reader 
inv ited to play the voyeur. 

It is a clever and effective piece of manipulation by Fowles 
which has the further funct ion of structuring the theme of 
existential choice into the very design of the narrative; bu t it is a 
trick: as he told Melvyn Bragg with regard to this very passage, 
'What I say on that subject [whether the author cOnlrols the 
characters) in The French Lieuleno.nt's Woman is really a liu..le bit of 
eye-wash. And I'm afraid I'm playing a sort of double trick on the 
reader. Of course I control the text [,) we a ll dO. '31 Part of the trick 
is the deliberate choice of narrative devices which create a 
complic ity between male narrator, male characte r and a 
presumed male reader so that Sarah can be used to pander to 
male desires for an imagined encounter with the lost ' female' 
mystel)' which men project onto women. She is both outside the 
jurisdiction of the male narrator and, by virtue of that, filled for 
the role of unattainable female. The only reali ty the narrator can 
imagine for Sarah is that she would not have delivered 'a chapter 
of revelation. She would instanLly have turned, had she seen me 
there just as the old moon rose, and disappeared into the interior 
shadows.' (FLW, p.BS) When, having listened to Sarah's 
confession about Varguennes, Charles suddenly gets a 
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momental)' glimpse of possible liberation from the sexual 
constra ints of his time, 'a glimpse of an ideal world ... a mythical 
world', that vision is significantly shadowed by 'a figure, a dark 
shadow, his dead sister [which) moved ahead of him, lightly, 
luringly, up the ashlar steps and into the broken columns' 
mystery' (FLW, pp. 154-S). The mystery and shadow whichSarah 
comes from is, as Gilbert Rose speculates in his marvellously 
evocative piece on the book, maternal.32 Charles embodies the 
male deprived of his mother, who died giv ing binh to hisstillbom 
sister (FLW, p. 16), caught in a material world in which ' there is 
no mystery. No romance' (FLW, p.14), and searching for 
consolation. Sarah is made the en igma of his Oedipal quest and 
his stol)' invites the indulgence of the reader's own fantasies. 

All this, as one might expect, puts 'Sarah' well and truly within 
the bounds of the male sexual imagination and the efTectof that on 
some male readers can be measured by Wolfe's response to what 
he calls the 'fertility' of Sarah's mystery. For him, it accounts 'for 
much of the nove l's spell ': 'Women need to exude secrecy and 
mystery; men need to penetrate this female magic. The necessary 
collision of these two d rives can be fata l.>33 This comment is made 
without any apparent critical perspective and it exemplifies the 
potential function of male-defined art which Fraser Harrison has 
identified. In his pertinent remarks on John Berger's analysis of 
the genre of pa intings of the nude, Harrison suggestS that the 
fema le nude as painted by men involves a deliberate artistic 
selection of images of women at a point of potential submission, for 
the purpose of 'de priving the woman of her sexual autonomy'. 
Berger himself sees paintings of female nudes as 'offering up their 
femininity to be displayed ' and Harrison expands this by saying 
that the female subject 'can only slUTender to the invading gaze of 
the male spectator, she is defenceless. She is, however, seen to be 
gladl y surrendering: she happily, though modestly, accepts his 
inspection.' HalTison pinpoints how male-orientated art can 
service the male imagination and, ~ignificantly, male powel~ 
' Female defencelessness is precious to the male's sexual vanity; his 
belief in his own potency is enhanced by the sight ofa woman who 
has been denied the means of resistance. The artist who implies 
that there is an a lliance between the woman's body and thedesire 
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or the male onlooker wh ich the woman herself is powerless to 
restrain is rurnishing a deeply reassuring image. '3~ 

In !he case or narrative art, the dy namic or the rorm makes this 
relationship between artist, object and aud ience complex in other 
ways, of course, wh ich necessitates adapt ing Ha rrison's 
suggestions; but their genera l drirt typuleS the runction or the 
narrative viewpoint which characterises The Fundi Litutmanl's 
Woman. Sarah is, equally, not as derenceless as the nudes Ha rrison 
describes, but !his serves merely to compound the situation in the 
book. For she is p resented as a dangerous woman, afimmefaw./e 
whose mystery derives in part rrom her status as social outcast and 
threat to the patriarchal order; and having been posed in this way, 
she is won a nd by rorce. Her dange rous quality is patently there as 
a spice to gratiry a male viewpoint, an imagined dalliance with 
danger whose complications are instructive ror our purposes. 

In Charles's mind, the significantly heart-shaped echinodenns 
or ' tests' rrom the U ndercliff become linked with thoughts 'or 
women lying asleep on sunlit ledges' (FLW, p.119), and 
increasingly his involvement with Sarah develops a sexual aura 
around her. The link between her and the primitive Undercliff 
allows them both to act as correlatives ror Charles's own repressed 
sexuality. When Charles drives !hrough the gatesorWinsyau into 
' h is inheritance', the 'absurd adventure in the Undercl iff was 
rorgotten. Immense d uties, the preservation of this peace and 
order, lay ahead, as !hey had lain a head orso many young men or 
his ramily in the past. Duty-that was.his real wire, his Ernestina 
and his Sarah'. (FLW, p.171) It is to this patriarchal order and 
Charles's final entry into it that Sarah, 'a woman most patently 
da ngerous' (FLW, p.128), poses such a threat, and it is manifest in 
two ways. 

First ly she echoes the sexuall y desirable women of Charles's 
paSt, disturbing in Cha rles recollections of ' his time in Pa ris' 
(FLW, p.M) on a number of occasions. What he sees as ' the 
suppressed sensuali ty of her mou th' a nd her dark eyes are 
associated ror him with ' fo reign women-to be rrank (much 
franker than he would have been to himseU) with roreign beds. 
This marked a new stage of his awareness of Sarah. H e had 
rcali7..ed she was more intelligent and independent than she 
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seemed; he now guessed darker qualities.' (FLW, p.105) She 
rem inds him of another fictionalftmmefatale: 'as he looked down 
at the face beside him, it was suddenly, out of nowhere, that 
Emma Bovary's name sprang into his mind. Such allusions are 
compre hensions; and temptations.' (FLW, p.106) In the 
Assembly R ooms during the conce rt, ' his mind wandered back to 
Sarah, to visual images, attempts to recall that face, that mouth, 
that gene rous mouth. Undoubtedly it awoke some memory in 
him, tOO tenuous, perhaps tOO general, to trace toany source in his 
past; but it unsettled him and haunted him, by calling to some 
hidden self he hardly knew existed.' (FLW, p.l14) The sexuality 
ascribed to Sarah is underlined by the narrator's attribution to her 
on a number of occasions of ' a kind of wildness' (FLW, p. 121 ). In 
fact the narrator continually suggests her sexual ity, usua lly in a n 
oblique manner whic h carries a promise of availabil ity. When 
C harles a nd Sarah are surprised by Sam a nd Mary, Sarah'ssmile 
to C harles is described as 'something as strange, as shocking, as if 
she had thrown off he r clothes' (FLW, p.t61 ). H er look has 'an 
anger, a defiance; as if she were na ked before him, yet proud to be 
so' (FLW, p.152). Such hints anticipate what is the central 
d ynamic of Charles's quest for Sarah-his sexual conq uest of her 
later in the book. 

The other element in her dangerousness is linked with this 
implied sexuality-her sta tus as both rallen woman and 'new 
woman' . Sarah stands outside !he middle-class nonns of hcr age 
by her breaking of taboos in a way wh ich 'seemed a lmost to 
assume some sort of cquality of intellect with him' (FLW, p.124), 
T his ' presumption of intellectual equality C harles sees as 'a 
suspect resentment aga inst man' (FL W, p. 159) which ma nifests 
itself in her account of he r betrayal by Varguennes. The vicar teUs 
Mrs Poulteney that Samh suffers from a ' fixed delusion that the 
lieutenant is an honourable man' (FLW, p.35) a nd 'honourable 
man' is a phrase which reverberates through the book, implicitly 
q uestioning whether tllerc can be such a phenomenon or whether 
it is a contradiction in terms. What we learn from Sarah is that her 
selr-martyrdom as an outcast woman is designed asan ind ictment 
of me n in general. 'They are, as her first look makes C harles reel, 
'an unjust e nemy' (FLW, p.13). She appears quite specifically as 
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the representat ive of all women exploited and oppressed by male 
society, a defiant embodiment of its injustices and thereby outside 
its control: 'there arc not spirits generous enough to unde~Land 
what I have suffered and why I suffer ... I feel cast on a desert 
island, imprisoned, condemned, and I know not what crime it is 
for.' (FLW, p. 124) When she first met Varguennes, she did not 
know 'that men can be both very brave and very false ... He 
seemed a gent.leman' (FLW, p. I47); bu t he was 'a man wi thout 
scruples, a man of caprice, of a passionate selfishness' (FLW, 
p.152). She tells Charles that she sees him as different from the rest 
of society-i.e. other men-: 'You are not cruel, I know you are 
nOt cruel' (FLW, p. 125), but in one sense this is the key to the self
deception pract ised by Charles. After hearing the outcome of her 
story his response is 'But my dear Miss Woodruff, if every woman 
who'd been dece ived by some unscrupulous member of my sex 
were to behave as you have- l fear the country would be fuli of 
outcastS', to wh ich she replies ' Il is.' (FLW, p. 157) Cha rles's 
assumpt ion that he is different is refuted by his own betrayal of 
Emestina which reproduces in essence Varguennes's relat ions 
with Sarah: Ernestina tells him 'you are a monster', to which he 
replies 'You wi ll meet other men ... not broken by life. 
Honourable men, who will .. .' (FLW, p.329). Il is Charles's 
complicity along with all other men in the social exploita tion of 
women that we can sec indicated in his response while Sarah tells 
her story of Varguennes's supposed betrayal: 'He saw the scene 
she had not detailed: her giving herself. He was at one and the 
same time Varguennes enjoying her and the man who sprang 
fOlward and struck him down; just as Sarah was to him both an 
innocent victim and a wild, abandoned woman.' (FLW, pp. 153· 
4) The book itself reproduces this paradox by revea ling the process 
of male power, as it does here, whi lst at the same time casting 
Sarah as the mythical mysterious woman. 

Part of th is ambigu ity comes through the suggestion that what 
Sarah practises on Charles is a just ifiable revenge on men. What 
Charles later comes to unde~Land as 'her feeling of resentment, of 
an unfair because remediable bias in society' (FLW,' p.35 1) is 
represented in hints throughout the book, as when speakingofher 
sense of inj ustice Sarah says 'when J read of the Unionists' wild 
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acts of revenge, part of me unde~Lands. AlmOSt env ies them, for 
they know where and how to wreak their revenge. And I am 
powerless.' (FLW, p.149) When Sarah reveals to Charles, in SO far 
as she ever does, the reasons for her deceptions, she explains 
'There is one thing in which r have not deceived you. I loved 
you ... r think from the moment r saw you. In that, you were never 
deceived. What duped you was my loneliness. A resentment, an 
envy, I don' t know. I don't know.' (FLW, p.308) Charles feels 
himself to have been 'no more than the dupe of your imagin ings' 
(FLW, p.309), though it would be more accurate to say he was the 
dupe of his own preconcept ions. 

Yet wh ile Sarah's status as social outcast, emergent feminist and 
revengi ng femme fatale displays an awareness in the book of the 
pa triarchal oppression of women, the role is equally an 
imaginative exploita tion of her as a tanta lising woman of mystery 
and a fantasy substit ute for the mother figure. In this respect, 
Charles's thoughts after nearly being discovered with Sarah by 
Sam could equally be applied to the function of the book for 
Fowles and the male reader: 'all variations on that agelessly 
popular male theme: "You've been playing with fire, my boy.'" 
(FLW, p. I64) The rationale for casting he r in this way is itself part 
of the ftrrune faJille tradition, in which, according to sex historian 
Reay Tannahill, women 'dominated and even, like the praying 
mantis, killed the men they loved or coveted. And the men quite 
enjoyed it. Until the nineteenth century, there had been no 
precise stereotype of the predatory feminist. .. bUl the Victorians' 
muddled blend of public courtlioess and private gu ilt made it 
necessary to create one. '35 As with all such fantas ies, in which men 
are what Swinburne called 'the powerless victim[s] of the furious 
rage of a beautiful woman' ,36 there is a devious male satisfaction to 
be gained from the masochism involved. Tannahill reOects how 
'Times change. Whereas the arrogant imaginary woman acted as 
a sexual stimulant to the Victorian male, the Oesh-and-blood 
feminist today often ala lms her lover into impotence. '37 T hough 
Sarah is not a stereotypical example, Fowles's book is quite overtly 
a fantasy of domina nce and submission in which she is made both 
sexual and threatening. The present-day sense of male guilt and 
anxiety comes through strongly in two crucial a reas of the 
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book-Charles's visits to the arch-misogynist Dr Grogan, and the 
sexual encounter between Charles and Sarah. 

It is Grogan who occupies chapter 19, separating the two 
meetings between Charles and Sarah during which she confesses 
about Varguennes, and as such he plays a key role in generating 
suspicion about Sarah's motivation. Grogan inhabits the 
'masculine, more serious world' (FLW, p.132) of the confirmed 
bachelor. He classifies Samh as suffering from a form of hysterical 
melancholy and warns Charles 'You must not think she is like us 
men, able to reason clearly'. (FLW, p.137) At this point in the 
chapter, Fowles intercuts a scene in which we see Sarah in bed 
with Millie, Mrs Pou lteney's ma id. The treatment of this episode 
is intriguing. It has a dual function: it ironises the assumption of 
male superiority just expressed by Grogan and at the same time it 
treats the implicat ions of the two girls sleeping together in an 
ambiguous and suggestive manner. Sarah's sleeping with M illie is 
finally explained as a concerned tenderness fo r the younger girl, 
but at first il is tantalisingly suggested as a potent ial lesb ian 
encounte r which might explain Sarah's mystery-'A thought has 
swept into your mind.' (FLW, p.137) We are, in fact, reassured 
that 'some vices were then so unnatural that they d id not exist' 
(FLW, p.1 37) and the point seems thus to be an ironic comment 
on Victorian sexual mores. Yet this is far from the final impression 
of the episode. The narrator ends his comments on it by saying 
that no doubt somewhere 'a truly orgastic lesbianism existed then; 
but we may ascribe this very common Victorian phenomenon of 
women sleeping together far more to the desolating arrogance of 
contemporary man than to a more suspect motive. Besides, in 
such wells of loneliness is not any coming together closer to 
humanity than perversi ty?' (FLW, p.139) While the nod in the 
direction of Radcliffe Hall 's novel suggests a deference towards 
lesbianism, the censorious note of'suspect' and 'perversity' suggest 
the opposite; and it is thus we are returned from 'these two 
innocents ... to that other more rational, more learned and 
altogether more nobly gendered pair', the 'twO lords of creation' 
who are discussing Sarah with their own blatant male 
presumptions. The issue of lesbianism, the ultimate female 
autonomy, recurs a t the end of the book when Charles visitsSarah 
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in the Rossetti house (FLW, p.389), while the anxiety occasioned 
by such fear of women is reproduced when Charles goes back to 
see Grogan later in the book and the true dimensions of the 
doctor's misogyny are revealed. Grogan reads Sarah's behaviour 
as part of a general female inclination 'to lure mankind into their 
power' (FLW, p.193). Speaking as if he had himself personal 
experience of men becoming victims of dangerous women, he 
voices what he sees as their motivations: ' I am cast out. But I shall 
be revenged.' (FLW, p.194) Under Grogan's influence, Charles 
admits to feeling 'like a man possessed against his will' (FLW, 
p. 196) and ready lO do 'Anything to be rid of her-without harm 
to her' (FLW, p.197) including se nding Sarah to a 'model' 
asy lum. To cement this purgation, Grogan lends Charles the La 
Ronciere trial account, one of the vast number of Victorian 
misogynistical tracts. Charles's initial reaction is shock: 'he had no 
idea that such perversions existed-and in the pure and sacred 
sex' (FLW, p.204). He feels a total loss of respect for women: 
' Behind the most innocent faces lurked the vilest iniquities. He 
was Sir Galahad shown Guinevere to be a whore' (FLW, p.205), 
despite which the recollection of 'Those eyes' (FLW, p.206) sends 
him off to meet Sarah at the barn. 

The misogyny theme has a twofold importance. It exposes the 
fear of women and sexuality as the psychological breeding ground 
for the schizophre nic male response. At the same time it lays the 
ground for the quite contradictory effect of the sexual climax of 
the book. That climax in the Endicott Family Hotel is the hidden 
dynamic for the obsession with Sarah and its effective function is 
intensified by the factors ou tl ined so far, the 'endlessly repeated 
luring-deny ing ... the cock-tease' as Fowles has called it.38 The 
visit 10 Madame T erpsichore's, the encounter with Sarah the 
prostitute, the spurious false ending in which Charles fantasises 
that he has done 'the moral, the decent, the correct thing' (FLW, 
p.288) and married Ernestina, are all tactics to delay the 
gratification further. The actual encounter itself enacts the same 
pattern, but adding the central ingredient, imagined sexual 
congress. 

The first point to notice about this sequence is the play made 
between our knowledge that Sarah has manipulated the situation, 
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and the role she enacts for Charles or the submissive woman. Her 
control of the encounter maintains her autonomous status, an 
important element in her fantasy function. She sends Charles lhe 
address; she pretends to have a sprained ankle, planning in 
advance by buying the bandage as a strategy presumably to get 
him alone in her room without social inhibitions (FLW, p.242); 
and she reveals that she has lied about Varguennes, being still a 
virgin. But before any of this becomes apparent at least during a 
first reading, Charles as the stand-in for the author-reader has 
enacted a forceful physical possession ofSarah little short of rape. 
The other factor to consider contradicts this physical dominance 
entirely-Charles's premature ejaculat ion. 

The submissive role Sarah adopts is sign ificant since, though it 
is a trick to draw Charles on, it puts her in a position of apparent 
vu lnerability displayed nowhere else in the book: 'as if a ll her 
mystery, th is most intimate self, was exposed before him: proud 
and submissive, bound and unbound, his slave and his equal' 
(FLW, p.301 ). Charles's 'violent sexual desire' (FLW, p.302), 
though it is seen as specifically his response imposed upon her, acts 
as an urgent imperative for the culmination of the fantasy woven 
round 5arah: his 'terrible need' for her is 'to possess her, to melt 
into her, to burn, to burn, to burn to ashes on that body and in 
those eyes.' (FLW, p.302). Charles's presumptions about Samh 
proliferate in marked abundance as his desire grows more frantic: 
'as ijby an instinctive gesture, yet one she half dared to calculate, 
her hand reached shyly out'; 'as ifshe knew she was huning him'; 
'this was a face that stefflld almost self·surprised, as lost as himseIr; 
'She turned her head away ... a lmost as ifhe repelled her, but her 
bosom sumtd to arch imperceptiby [sic] towards him'; 'She sumnJ 
to half step, half fall towards him.' (FLW, p.303-my emphasis) 
At the same time, there is an insistence on Charles's quite brutal 
physicaJ dominance over Sarah: 'Their mouths met with a wild 
violence that shocked both; made her avert her lips.' (FLW, 
p.303) ' He swe pt her up and carried her through to the bedroom. 
She lay where he thrcw her across the bed, half-swooned, one aim 
nung back.' 'With a frantic brutality, as he felt his ejaculat ion 
about to burst, he found the place and thrust. Her body ninched 
again, as it had when her foot fell from the stool. He conquered 
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that instinctive constriction'. (FLW, p.304) 
In its structure, this passage duplicates lhe insistent urgency, 

violence and brevity of male sexuality in its 'orthodox' fonn. It 
creates a tension between imagined sexual possession of Sarah, 
and all she stands for, and the anxiety of male desire itself; and this 
tension is at the root of the effect achieved by the ending of the 
book. Charles's hasty climax, his corresponding disregard for 
Sarah's sexual response and his ensuing gu ilt seem both absurdly 
inadequate and quite appropriate as manifestations of his 'love' 
for Sarah. Effectively, he has merely used her to fulfil his desire as 
part of the more general presumption by men that male sexual 
pleasure is sexual pleasure. His momentary. abandonment to 
desire is shown to be totally within the jurisdiction of the 
patriarchal order he himself embodies: he hears footsteps ou tside 
and his immediate response is 'A police officer, perhaps. The 
Law.' (FLW, p.305) He tells her he is worse than Varguenncs: 
' Her only answer was to press his hand, as if to deny and hush him. 
But he was a man. " What is to become of LIS?'" (FLW, p.305) 
Charles is blatantly caught in the contradictions of mascul inity in 
his paradoxical reaction to Sarah's unconventional behaviour. 
When she seems ready to accept responsibility for what has 
happened 'Charles was nooded with contempt for his sex: their 
triviality, their credulity, their selfishness. But he was of that sex, 
and there came to him some of its old devious cowardice: Could 
not this perhaps be no more than his last fling, the sowing of the 
last wild oats?' (FLW, p.306) But with the revelation ofSarah's 
duplicity Charles's reaction is an abrupt about-turn: 

She had nOI given hendflO Varguc:nnes. She had lied. All nerconducl, all 
her moli~ in Lyme Regis had been based on a lie. But for whal purpose. 
Why? Why? Why? 

Blaekmail! 
To put him totally in her fXJwer! 
And all those loathsome succubi of the male mind, their fat fea~ofag~at 

feminine conspiracy to suck the virility from their veins, 10 prey upon their 
idealism, melt them into wax and mould them 10 their evil faneics ... these, 
and a surging back to credibility of the hideous evidence adduced in the La 
Ronciere appeal, filled Charles's mind with an apocalyptic hOlTOr. (FLW, 
pp.307.8j 
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What this sequence shows is Cha rles struggling to come to tenns 
with a woman who is outside the parameters of his control and 
thus must pose a threat to his power. The effect of this is capped as 
Sarah 'castrated the accusations in his m,ind' (FLW, p.308) by 
adm itting the deception and asserting that she d id love him but 
'T here can be no happiness fo r you with me. You cannot malTy 
me, Mr Smithson.' (FLW, p.309) T he paradox C harles has to face 
in Sarah and which goes some way towards explaining the 
present-day relevance of the book, is that she represents an ethic 
which aCts both as an ind ictment of male powe r and a potential 
liberation from it. Whe n Charles asks her how she can tell him to 
go after their sexual union, he r response is 'Why not, ifllove you?' 
(FLW, p.306) Sarah offers a freedom from patriarchal restraint 
which is also a denial of the necessary relation between the sexes 
which is one of its founding my thologies. After the event, Charles 
can sec only the rei nstitution of patriarchal roles through 
marriage to Sarah, or at least a fixed relationship: in his letter of 
decision he writes ' I am resolved, my sweet and mysterious Sarah, 
that what now binds us shall bind us fo r evennore.' (FLW, p.320) 
Sarah, on the other hand, offers the uncomfortable uncertainty 
and challenge of self-detennination, choice and a defiance of 
patriarchal models. 

Yet whilst she undoubted ly embodies th is ethic of freedom and 
the indictment of patriarchy, Sarah is ILfcd both to teach men a 
lesson about themselves and as an instrument for imaginary 
gratification. The subsequent denial of a continuing relat ionship 
between her and Charles merely serves to heighten the potential 
for what Fowlcs, we may remember, calls 'the characteristic male 
preoccupation with loss, non-fulfi lment, non-consummation' .39 It 
is essential in telms of Fowles's sexual imagination: the quest is 
now repeated but under the new conditions of Charles's enforced 
and precarious sense of , freedom' , in which the oppressor be<:omes 
'the outcast, the not like other men': 'When he had had his great 
vision of himself freed from his age, his ancestry and class and 
country, he had not real ized how muc h the freedom was 
embodied in Sarah; in the assumpt ion ofa shared exi le.' (FLIt', 
p,366) His exile is the emblem of the male exile from the mother 
figure and a ll it implies fo r Fowles in tenns of values and 
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redemption. 
The mythical status of that redemption when articulated in 

these tenns is demonstrated by the way Fowles chose to deal with 
the ending ofthe book. In the 'H ardy and the Hag' essay he quotes 
the double ending as an example of the male imagination'S 
insistent 'need to embark upon furthe r stories . .. to search for an 
irrecoverable experience': 

I wrote and printed two endings to The French Limu1IiUI1's Woman because 
rrom early in the first drart I was tom intolerably between wishing \0 reward 
the male protagonist (my surrogate) with the woman he: loved and wishing 
10 deprive him of her-that is., I wanted to pander to both the adult and the 
ehild in myselC I had experienced a very similar predicamt:nt in my two 
previous novels. Yet I am now very clear that I am happier, where I gave 
two, with the unhappy ending, and not in any way for objeeuve cri tical 
reasons, but simply because it has seemed more rerlile and onward to my 
whole being as a writer. <0 

In one sense what Fowles is saying is that the denial of fulfilment 
in imaginative tenns serves, as with Hardy, to stimulate his 
imagination to undertake another quest, write another fict ion. At 
the same time it is possible to read in this and in the unhappy 
ending of the book itself an implicit inj unction that no good can 
come from the continuing desire to pander to the Oedipal trauma; 
that change <:an only be brought about by mcn effectively taking 
responsibility for changing themselves rather than looking 
towards a mythical solution from women, a solution which is both 
the creation and mark of ma le power. The final sense of The French 
Lieutenant's Woman is much more about being liberated from 
Sarah, the mythical shadow haunting male experience and 
nurturing its desire for power, than being liberated by her. This 
dilemma, and the troubling anxiety which accompanies it, is 
manifest in Charles's increasingly contrad ictory att itude to his 
quest and its object: 'he became increasingly unsure of the frontie r 
between the real Sarah a nd the Sarah he had created in so many 
such dreams: the one Eve personified, all mystery a nd love and 
profundity, and the other a ha lf.scheming, half-crazed governess 
from an obscu re seaside tovm.' (FLW, p.367) As yet, Charles is 
incapable of stepping outside his own male thinki ng, though he 
has made a partial break with his society: Sarah remains his 
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creation, whether as ideal or femme fatale, and he cannot see any 
third possibil ity outside the limits of this enclosed paradox. His 
love ofTennyson's poem Maud, itself an incisive portrayal of male 
fantasy in action, suggeSts that he identifies with the bereft hero 
rather than seeing his own tendencies mirrored in that character's 
incurable and destructive idealisation. Wh ile Fowles can quo~e 
appropriately from that poem as an epigram-'ah for a man to 
arise in me, That the man I am may cease to be!' (FLW, 
p.295)-Charles shows litt le capacity for meeting the challenge 
fo!' his species to adapt to the new conditions signified by the 
emergence of women like Sarah. "What both forms of the ending 
insist on is thc very slight possibility of this happening easily. 

In the shared run-up to the two endings, Charles is shown still 
desiring to act out the mythical rolesofhis patriarchal outlook and 
being frustrated in the task: 'He had come to raise her from 
penury, from some crabbed post in a crabbed house. In full 
armour, ready to slay the dragon- and now the damse l had 
broken all the ru les.' (FLW, p.381 ) FindingSarah a free, working 
woman, he is again bewildered by her desire for autonomy: ' I do 
not want to share my life', she tells him, ' I wish to be what 1 am, 
not what a husband, however kind, however indulgent, must 
expect me to become in marriage.' (FLW, p.385) Her 'new self
knowledge and self-possession' (FLW, p.386) provoke Charles, 
going quite contrary to his own Darwinism, into saying 'you 
cannot reject the purpose for which woman was brought into 
creation', what he calls 'the natural law' , whilst in the same breath 
asserting ' I too have changed. I have learnt much of myself, of 
what was prev iously false in me.' (FLW, p. 386) Sarah's answer, 
with its suggest ion that male 'love' inevi tably involves possession, 
and his response sound a notc of threat to male prestige that goes 
to the heart of the book: 

'11 is nO! you I fea r. 11 is your love for me. I know only to well Ihal nothing 
remains sacrosanct Ihere.' 
... perhaps he did at last ~gin to grasp her mystery. Some terrible 
perversion of human sexual destiny had begun: he was no more than a 
footsoldier, a pawn in a far vaSler battle; and like all baltles it was nOI about 
love, but about possession and territory. (FLW, p.387) 
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The emerging au tonomy of women and the challenge it presents 
to male power, which Charles and/or the narrator sees as a 
'terrible perversion of sexual destiny', demand an evolutionary 
adaptation wh ich Charles finds impossible. It demands a change 
in his outlook and an accompanying abdication of power which 
he cannot accommodate since his thinking is still framed in terms 
of the necessary relation of the sexes subservinga dominantly male 
idea, a myth ical resolution. 

The first ending gives Charles such a resolution. In it, he meets 
his daughter and this, as Gilbert Rose demonstrates, links up the 
whole pattern of the lost female and the bereft child which is 
woven through the book like a hidden consolation ora distraction 
from the frustrations of reality: 'Like the French Lieutenan t's 
Woman's daughter, or the daughter of that other Sarah, the 
novelist is the child of one parent only. Aroused from sleep or 
taken from his nurse's arms, with fear and curiosity, wishing both 
to return and to explore, he comes to sit upon the knee of the 
strange r who dangles a watch. ,41 Against that, there is Sarah 
observing Charles with 'a curiosity: a watching for the resultofan 
experiment' (FLW, p.389). When he asks 'Shall I ever understand 
your parables?' she shakes her head 'with a mute vehemence', the 
fonn of his quest ion indicat ing how correct her answer is. The 
Charles of this ending is both apparently open to learn and the 
continu ing victim-perpetrator of his sex's my thologies. When he 
told his lawyer Montague that he had to see Sarah because 'she 
con tinues to haunt me', Montague evades comment by saying 
'You must question the Sphinx', a fatal istic resignation to 
Charles's obstinate pursuit of his destiny, to wh ich he adds 'As 
long as you bear in mind what happened to those who fa iled to 
solve the enigma. ' (FL W, p.376) At least Charles isdenected from 
his self-regard ing presumptions by having to amuse his daughter 
(FLW, p.393 ), though it would be too much to see this as 
suggesting Fowles foresaw the political need for men to take on the 
responsibility and values of chi ldcare. 

In the second ending, Charles's misogynisticai misconcept ions 
about Sarah win the day- 'she had man ipulated him. She would 
do so to the end'-and he leaves abruptly. He feels, in an echo 
planted earlier in the book, like ' the last honourable man on the 
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way to the scaffold' (FLW, p.397), and we are left with the image 
orhim pacing down the deserted embankment, 'a man behind the 
invisible gun-carriage on which rests his own corpse' (FLW, 
p.399), the only mourner at the imaginary runeral of his kind. 
Intriguingly, the narrator's position becomes increasingly overt in 
its endorsement ofSarah in this final version. Weare invited to see 
Charles's leaving Sarah in such a way as his 'fina l rool ishness', and 
Sarah's 'battle ror terri tory' as 'a legitimate uprising or the 
invaded aga inst the perennial invader' (FLW, p.398). For his 
philosophical conclusion on life. the narrator adapts Marx's 
definition of it as 't~ actions of men (and of women) in pursuit qftheir 
ends' and adds 'The rundamental principle that should guide these 
actions, that I believe myselr always guided 5arah's, I have set as 
the second epigraph.' (FLW, p.398) The epigraph is 
Arnold's-'True piety is acting what one knows.' (FLW, p.394) And 
despite his despai ring (><>se, the d isintoxicated Charles, who we 
can presu me had unt il now only acted what he imagined, 'has at 
last round an atom offai th in himself, a true uniqueness, on wh ich 
to build' by realising that Sarah is not the Sphinx, its question or 
its answer. 

T his ambiguous and muted hope ror the future is symptomatic 
or the effect of The French LUUlCUmt's Woman asa whole. It remains 
a book which, whi le it raises the whole problem of the way men see 
and appropriate women, a lso purveys an integrally ' romantic' 
appeal which reproduces that problem. This paradox was latent 
in Fowles's original conception of the central situation. In the 
''''otes on an unfinished novel' he records the genesis of the book in 
terms or 'a visual image. A woman stands a t the end of a deserted 
quay and stares out to sea.' In its effect he relt the image had 'some 
SOrt of imminent power. It was obviously mysterious. It was 
vaguely romantic.' He remembers registering the woman as 'An 
Outcast. I didn't know her crime, but I wished to protect her. That 
is, I began to fall in love with her. Or her stance. [ did n' t know 
which.'42 The male protectiveness and ideal isation became both 
the impulse and the subject of the book, a fact which Fowlescame 
to realise only after the event as a personal exorcism of his 
obsessive concern rol' the female archetype. To Mclvyn Bragg he 
said 
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I've never really known what I was doing until I wrole T~ Frmch LieulPlanl'S 
Woman. And even now I can still see things in it wh ich I didn' t realise: at the 
time. I think the fact tha t freedom plays a considerable part in the novel is 
bccaU5C I was trying 10 get free or to make objective Ihis son of relationship 
we all have with the vanished mother of infancy. In other words, I was 
psycho.analysing myself if you like. I didn't rea lise tha t when I was writing 
the book.i] 

This act of bringing this myth into consciousness, of rreeing 
himself by writing it out, is one which a llowed ror a definite 
adva nce in his next novel, Danul Marlin. [n that book he attempts 
the ambitious task of stepping outside his own activi ty not simply 
as a male, but as a male novelist. In doing so, he gives his most 
overtly political analysis or the action of male power in the 
contempora ry world and shows a t the same time that the exorcism 
is far from com plete. 
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